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From a statistical standpoint, judgements about an individual
are more accurate if base rates about the individual’s social
group are taken into account1–4. But from a moral standpoint,
using these base rates is considered unfair and can even be
illegal5–9. Thus, the imperative to be statistically accurate
is directly at odds with the imperative to be morally fair.
This conflict was resolved by creating tasks in which Bayesian
rationality and moral fairness were aligned, thereby allowing
social judgements to be both accurate and fair. Despite this
alignment, we show that social judgements were inaccurate
and unfair. Instead of appropriately setting aside social group
differences, participants erroneously relied on them when
making judgements about specific individuals. This bias—
which we call base rate intrusion—was robust, generalized
across various social groups (gender, race, nationality and
age), and differed from analogous non-social judgements.
Results also demonstrate how social judgements can be
corrected to achieve both statistical accuracy and moral fairness.
Overall, these data (total N =5,138) highlight the pernicious
effects of social base rates: under conditions that closely
approximate those of everyday life10–12, these base rates can
undermine the rationality and fairness of human judgements.
Many studies illustrate the importance of base rates for
making accurate judgements. To assess how likely a woman is to
have breast cancer given that her mammogram results are positive,
the prevalence of the disease must be considered1. To determine if a
man who enjoys mathematical puzzles is an engineer or lawyer, the
distribution of these professions among the man’s group is relevant2.
However, base rates are often inadequately weighed or outright
ignored; this error is called base rate neglect and has been shown to
undermine the accuracy of human judgements3,4.
The current work focuses on a specific type of base rate: stereotypes about social groups. Like any base rate, using stereotypes can
increase the probability that a judgement about an individual will be
accurate, as evidenced by decades of research conceptualizing stereotypes as base rates13–17. But unlike other base rates, using stereotypes
raises serious questions about fairness5. Many theories of morality
eschew the application of group characteristics to specific individuals because doing so violates individual rights and basic tenets of
justice6,7. In fact, western democracies have codified this position.
For instance, despite the diagnosticity of base rates that emanate
from group membership, they cannot be used to decide guilt in
American courtrooms8, nor can they be used to determine insurance
premiums in the European Union9. Thus, a clear tension emerges
between two imperatives. To uphold statistical accuracy can be perceived as undermining moral fairness. But to uphold moral fairness
can be perceived as committing the blunder of base rate neglect.

Here, we completely remove this tension between accuracy and
fairness by creating tasks in which Bayesian rationality dictates that
base rates should not be used. When base rates are rendered statistically irrelevant, base rate neglect is no longer an error but a dual
prescription: base rates that differentiate between two social groups
should be ignored because doing so achieves both accuracy and
fairness. In other words, any intrusion of base rates into judgements
about another individual would be irrational from a Bayesian standpoint and unfair from a moral standpoint.
The following example illustrates how accuracy and fairness can
be simultaneously achieved. Consider the base rate that doctors
tend to be male, and the base rate that nurses tend to be female.
Now imagine a charity that invites medical professionals to an event
based solely on whether they are a doctor or nurse. If someone is a
doctor, that person is likely to be invited. If someone is a nurse, that
person is unlikely to be invited. Given these premises, the charity is
more likely to invite a male than a female since the former is more
likely to be a doctor. However, this is only the case when the charity
does not know if the person in question is a doctor or nurse. Once
the person’s profession becomes known, gender ceases to be of relevance and therefore should not be used. With respect to who will
be invited, a female doctor should be treated the same as a male doctor—even though doctors tend to be male. Likewise, a male nurse
should be treated the same as a female nurse—even though nurses
tend to be female.
This reasoning is formalized in Fig. 1a as a Bayesian network,
a directed acyclic graph where nodes are variables and arrows are
causal influences18. This specific network structure is called a chain,
and its properties dictate that once the middle node is known,
the top and bottom nodes become independent, thereby rendering the top node irrelevant to judgements about the bottom node.
This is an example of the Markov assumption19, which specifies
when variables become conditionally independent of one another
(see Supplementary Information for probability calculus). Although
previous work has shown that people violate the Markov assumption20,21, the current work systematically tests base rates from social
versus non-social domains.
As discussed above, social base rates present a tension between
accuracy and fairness, which the Markov assumption resolves. This
tension, however, does not arise when base rates concern nonsocial entities. Consider the base rate that intact spoons tend to
be made from metal, and the base rate that broken spoons tend to
be made from plastic. Using this base rate to judge the future outcome of a spoon has consequences for accuracy, but not for fairness
since no individual rights are violated. But whether social versus
non-social base rates fundamentally differ in their influence on
human judgements is unclear. On the one hand, both types of base
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Fig. 1 | Two Bayesian networks that are identical in structure but differ
in whether the base rates are social or non-social. a, Social base rates.
Gender influences an individual’s profession, which influences whether
he or she will be invited by a charity. b, Non-social base rates. A spoon’s
material influences whether it remains intact or breaks, which influences
whether it will be kept by a factory.

rates help simplify a complex world22,23, which raises possibility
that social and non-social knowledge share the same cognitive
underpinnings15,24. On the other hand, social knowledge is often
infused with greater emotion25 and is differentially structured
compared with knowledge about physical objects26. Indeed, social
neuroscientists have found that thinking about social entities activates a distinct set of brain regions relative to thinking about nonsocial entities, suggesting that different mechanisms may support
these two processes27,28.
To investigate the potentially unique standing of social base rates
vis-à-vis human judgements, we constructed a scenario that was
exactly parallel in structure to the gender scenario, except the base
rates concerned intact spoons, which tend to be made from metal,
and broken spoons, which tend to be made from plastic (Fig. 1b).
Imagine a factory that makes spoons and decides which ones to
keep based solely on whether they are intact or broken. If the spoon
is intact, it is likely to be kept. If the spoon is broken, it is unlikely
to be kept. Once the factory knows that a particular spoon is intact
or broken, its material (metal versus plastic) should not influence
whether it is kept. That is, the base rate should not be used. With
respect to which spoon will be kept, an intact plastic spoon should
be treated the same as an intact metal spoon—even though intact
spoons tend to be made from metal. Likewise, a broken metal spoon
should be treated the same as a broken plastic spoon—even though
broken spoons tend to be made from plastic.
In the following experiments, participants (total N =  5,138)
were randomly presented with a scenario whose logical structure
is depicted in either Fig. 1a or Fig. 1b. The wording of the scenarios
was adapted from ref. 29, which established wording that conveyed
a chain network structure. After reading the scenario, each participant made two judgements about the bottom node given knowledge of the top and middle nodes. The only difference between
these two judgements was what state of the top node was known. In
the spoon scenario, participants judged the likelihood of keeping a
broken metal spoon versus a broken plastic spoon, or the likelihood
of keeping an intact metal spoon versus an intact plastic spoon. In
the gender scenario, participants judged the likelihood of inviting
a male nurse versus a female nurse, or the likelihood of inviting a
male doctor versus a female doctor. If base rates are properly set

aside, both judgements on the 1–7 Likert-type scale (1 =  extremely
unlikely … 7 = extremely likely) should be the same.
In experiment 1, the Markov assumption was violated, a result
that replicates previous work20,21. Judgements were influenced by a
spoon’s material or an individual’s gender, when in actuality, this
information should have been set aside (Fig. 2). Notably, however,
these violations strongly depended on whether the base rates were
non-social or social [F(1, 395) =  63.06, P < 0.0001]. In the spoon scenario, which contained non-social base rates, the plastic spoon was
judged less likely to be kept regardless of whether the two spoons
in question were broken [Mbroken metal =  4.91 versus Mbroken plastic =  3.73;
b =  1.19, t(395) =  5.51, P < 0.0001] or intact [Mintact metal =  6.52 versus Mintact plastic =  5.10; b =  1.42, t(395) =  6.53, P < 0.0001]. But in the
gender scenario, which contained social base rates, judgements
erroneously relied upon group differences. A male nurse was
judged less likely to be invited than a female nurse [Mmale nurse =  3.70
versus Mfemale nurse =  5.58; b =  −1.88, t(395) =  −8.69, P < 0.0001], but a
female doctor was judged less likely to be invited than a male doctor
[Mmale doctor   =  6.18 versus Mfemale doctor =  4.36; b =  1.81, t(395) =  8.16,
P < 0.0001]. Despite having the opportunity to be both statistically
accurate and morally fair, social judgements broke with Bayesian
rationality and with tenets of fairness. The small main effect of profession (nurse versus doctor) in the social condition raises the possibility
that participants may not have comprehended the scenarios. We
ruled out this possibility by replicating experiment 1 and including
a comprehension check (Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2).
Experiment 2 sought to replicate the findings and ensure that
they were not specific to non-social base rates about spoons or to
social base rates about gender. These base rates were tested once
more alongside other non-social base rates about topics as wide
ranging as the weather, days of the week, and alarms. Social base
rates were also richly varied and concerned race (black versus
white), nationality (American versus foreign), and age (young
versus old). Visual inspection indicates that the results replicate,
demonstrating the generalizability of the findings (Supplementary
Figs. 3 and 4). The results of the alarm scenario appear similar to
the results of scenarios containing social base rates. This similarity
may have emerged because this scenario blends aspects from both
the social and non-social domains. Alarms emanate from inanimate physical objects, but burglary is an activity perpetrated by one
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Fig. 2 | The erroneous influence of base rates in experiment 1 (N = 399). a,b,
Participants’ average judgements when non-social (a) versus social (b)
base rates should not have been used. Each participant was randomly assigned
to make two judgements on a 1 to 7 scale (for example, broken metal spoon
versus broken plastic spoon). All possible pairs of judgements a participant
could have been randomly assigned to make are on the x-axes. Statistical tests
compare the means of each pair of judgements. Points show the distribution of
judgements. Error bars are 95% confidence interval. ***P < 0.001.
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abundantly clear what information was known and what judgement
needed to be made.
When all three of these strategies were implemented simultaneously,
social judgements were both accurate and fair (Fig. 3). Although nonsocial judgements were still erroneously influenced by a spoon’s material,
a person’s gender no longer substantially influenced participants’ social
judgements [F(1, 407) =  60.15, P < 0.0001]. With respect to who would
be invited, parity was achieved between a male nurse and female nurse
[Mmale nurse =  4.46 versus Mfemale nurse =  4.61; b =  −0.15, t(407) =  −1.32,
P = 0.19] and between a female doctor and male doctor [Mmale doctor =  5.76
versus Mfemale doctor =  5.51; b =  0.25, t(407) =  2.29, P =  0.02]. Gender–
profession base rates were kept at bay, resulting in social judgements that were consistent with Bayesian rationality and with tenets
of fairness.
To achieve parity between two individuals of the same profession
but different gender, all three strategies needed to be implemented
simultaneously. When just one strategy or even pairs of strategies
were implemented, social judgements improved somewhat but still
erroneously relied upon group differences that should have been disregarded, showing that this bias is not merely an instantiation of other
cognitive biases (see experiments 5–7 in Supplementary Information
and Supplementary Figs. 7–9). Comparing the relative efficacy of
the three aforementioned strategies tentatively suggests that removing explicit references to base rates and individuating the persons in
question are particularly helpful for achieving both accuracy and fairness in social judgements (Supplementary Fig. 10). Although future
research is needed to confirm this finding, it is consistent with Fiske
and Neuberg’s model of impression formation10: removing explicit
references to base rates may decrease the activation of group stereotypes, and individuating the persons in question may further decrease
reliance on stereotypes. In conjunction, these strategies could reliably
prevent the improper intrusion of base rates into social judgements.
The results of experiment 4 also underscore the extensive work
required to construct a representation of the task that enables social
judgements to be accurate and fair. Although the tasks in experiments 1–3 lack the remedies that together eliminated the bias, these
earlier tasks faithfully represent the conditions under which social
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group (burglars) against another (tenants and homeowners). This
blending raises the possibility that social and non-social content are
on a continuum, and that the alarm scenario may be located near a
blurry boundary that future research may explore.
The results of experiment 2 were collapsed according to whether
base rates were non-social or social (Supplementary Fig. 5).
When base rates were non-social, judgements erred such that, for
example, a plastic spoon was judged less likely to be kept regardless
of whether the spoons in questions were broken or intact. But when
base rates were social, group differences in gender, race, nationality
or age impinged on judgements that upheld neither Bayesian
rationality nor tenets of fairness—even though upholding both
was possible.
When two individuals differed in gender but not in profession, participants’ judgements erroneously relied upon gender
differences. As a robustness test of this effect, participants in experiment 3 made judgements about two individuals who differed in
profession but not in gender. That is, participants judged how
likely a male nurse versus a male doctor were to be invited, or they
judged how likely a female nurse versus female doctor were to be
invited. Without a contrast gender, perhaps participants would
base their judgements on the logical structure of the task instead
of on group differences between men and women. However, the
same incorrect reliance on group differences was observed once
again (Supplementary Fig. 6), as was the contrast between the nonsocial and social conditions [F(1, 394) =  126.90, P <  0.0001]. When
the base rates were social, a male nurse was judged less likely to be
invited than a female nurse [Mmale nurse =  3.55 versus Mfemale nurse =  5.81;
b =  −2.25, t(394) =  −11.49, P < 0.0001], but a female doctor was
judged less likely to be invited than a male doctor [Mmale doctor =  6.25
versus Mfemale doctor =  3.82; b =  2.43, t(394) =  12.40, P < 0.0001]. Again,
social judgements upheld neither Bayesian rationality nor tenets of
fairness, even though both accuracy and fairness were achievable.
Having established the generalizability and robustness of the
effect, we next set out to correct it. Can social judgements adhere
to the Markov assumption and therefore achieve both statistical
accuracy and moral fairness? Demonstrating the effort required
to accomplish both ends can illuminate the tenacity of social base
rates. To create the strongest conditions that would enable social
judgements to be both accurate and fair, three potential problems
with experiments 1–3 were identified and remedied simultaneously
in experiment 4.
(I) The gender scenario stated that more males than females
would be invited. Likewise, the spoon scenario stated that more
metal spoons than plastic spoons would be kept. These statements
about disparate outcomes may have led participants to erroneously
perpetuate them. To prevent participants from committing this
naturalistic fallacy30—confusing what is the case for what ought to
occur—these statements were removed in experiment 4.
(II) The gender scenario explicitly referenced the likely medical professions of males versus females. Likewise, the spoon scenario explicitly referenced different breakage rates between metal
versus plastic spoons. These explicit base rate references may
have led participants to assume that base rates were relevant to
judgements. To prevent participants from following this Gricean
maxim of relvance31—assuming that all information provided is
pertinent—explicit references to base rates were also removed
in experiment 4.
(III) In both the gender and spoon scenarios, judgements should
have been about the bottom node given knowledge of the top and
middle nodes. However, participants may have done the opposite by making judgements about the top and middle nodes given
knowledge of the bottom node. To prevent participants from committing this inverse fallacy32—misinterpreting the judgement to be
made as information already known—the persons and spoons in
question were uniquely individuated in experiment 4, which made
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Fig. 3 | Social base rates no longer influenced judgments in experiment
4 (N = 411). Participants’ average judgements when non-social
(a) versus social (b) base rates should not have been used. Each
participant was randomly assigned to make two judgements on a 1 to 7
scale (for example, broken metal spoon versus broken plastic spoon).
All possible pairs of judgements a participant could have been randomly
assigned to make are on the x-axes. Statistical tests compare the means of
each pair of judgements. Points show the distribution of judgements. Error
bars are 95% confidence interval. ***P < 0.001, *P < 0.05, n.s. P > 0.05.
When all three strategies were implemented, the effect remains in nonsocial judgements, but social judgements become accurate and fair.
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judgements are typically made. In everyday life, disparate outcomes
between social groups are common11; base rates about these groups
are exaggerated in stereotype knowledge12; and stereotyped people
are not always uniquely individuated10. However, the presence of
any one of these features can lead to the mistaken use of gender,
race, nationality, or age in social judgements.
We call this phenomenon ‘base rate intrusion’, which can be
conceptualized as the opposite of base rate neglect. Under many
conditions, base rates should be entered into judgements of
statistical likelihood1–4. But when the conditional independence
structure of a task requires that base rates be set aside, any intrusion
of base rates would be mistaken. Base rate intrusion is especially
pernicious in the social domain because it encapsulates not one
but two phenomena that can be considered errors. First, Bayesian
rationality is undermined. Second, tenets of fairness are violated.
A male nurse and female nurse should be judged equally. Likewise,
a female doctor and male doctor should also be judged equally.
This parity satisfies both Bayesian rationality and basic tenets
fairness. Despite having the opportunity to uphold both of these
often-opposed normative standards, social judgements fell short
on both accounts.
This bias was observed not only in participants’ average judgements, but also in contour plots that depict which 1–7 likelihood
judgements were popular among the large samples of participants tested across the wide range of scenarios in experiment 2
(Supplementary Fig. 12). Nearly all participants fell prey to base
rate intrusion by incorporating irrelevant group differences into
their judgements. These contour plots also refute an alternative
account, namely that stereotype-incongruent targets (for example,
male nurses, female doctors) may have decreased confidence or
induced confusion among participants33. If this were the case, then
there should be a high density of participants who gave judgements
at the low end (1) or midpoint (4) of the scale. However, 1s or 4s
were hardly observed for judgements about stereotype-incongruent
targets. Instead, the distribution of judgements is consistent with
the erroneous use of base rates.
These contour plots also reveal a different error pattern for nonsocial judgements, relative to social judgements. Plastic spoons,
for example, were judged less likely to be kept than metal spoons
regardless of whether the spoons were broken or intact. This tendency is reflected in participants’ average judgements. However,
many participants were able avoid this error, as there are clusters
of participants whose judgements lie on the 45-degree identity line
(Supplementary Fig. 13). These findings further suggest important
differences in how social versus non-social base rates influence
human judgements despite the parallel logic of the tasks.
One possible reason for this differential influence is that
social base rates may be richer, more familiar, or more accessible
than non-social base rates. Consequently, the likely medical professions of men versus women, for example, may hold considerable sway over social judgements, leading to robust judgements
that favour female nurses over male nurses but male doctors over
female doctors. However, strategies that virtually eliminated
base rate intrusion in social judgements did not have the same
ameliorating effect on non-social judgements (Supplementary
Fig. 11). This result raises the possibility that social base rates—
even if they are richer, more familiar or more accessible—may
not be as entrenched as non-social base rates. Knowledge of
social group differences raises questions of fairness, perhaps
motivating people to disregard this knowledge if the judgement
task is constructed as it was in experiment 4. Current theories of
causal reasoning are agnostic to semantic content20,21, so future
research is needed to test these and other possibilities, which,
alongside the findings presented here, could further refine theories of how the human mind constructs and uses Bayesian networks to reason about the social versus non-social domains.

The social domain is of particular interest because it is here
where the twin goals of statistical accuracy and moral fairness
converge. It is not always the case that base rates are statistically
relevant. So when Bayesian rationality dictates that base rates
should be disregarded, an accurate judgement also becomes a fair
judgement. But under conditions that closely approximate those of
everyday life, we have shown that group differences are improperly
used, which undermines both statistical rationality and basic fairness in judgements about other people.

Methods

Participants, sample size and informed consent. All participants were recruited
from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Sample sizes of approximately 100 participants
per cell were determined a priori based on previous research (see Supplementary
Information for demographic information and sample size, mean and s.d. for each
condition in all experiments). Harvard University’s Institutional Review Board
approved the experiments in this paper. All experiments complied with relevant
ethical regulations, and informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Procedure. In all experiments except experiment 3, participants were randomly
assigned to either a social or non-social scenario (see Supplementary Information
for stimuli). After reading the scenario, each participant made two judgements
about the bottom node given knowledge of the top and middle nodes (Fig. 1).
The only difference between these two judgements was what state of the top
node was known. In the non-social scenario, about spoons, participants were
randomly assigned to judge the likelihood of keeping a broken metal spoon
versus a broken plastic spoon, or the likelihood of keeping an intact metal spoon
versus an intact plastic spoon. In the social scenario, about gender, participants
were randomly assigned to judge the likelihood of inviting a male nurse versus a
female nurse, or the likelihood of inviting a male doctor versus a female doctor. All
judgements were made on the same 1–7 Likert-type scale (1 =  extremely unlikely
… 7 = extremely likely). To remove any possible memory effects, participants were
able to refer to the scenario when making their judgements. Social and non-social
content were varied in experiment 2. In experiment 3, participants again made
two judgements, but they were conditioned on the same state of the top node but
different states of the middle node. Each experiment was conducted once.
Analyses. Analyses for all experiments were conducted using the nlme package
in R34. The three-way interaction between base rate (non-social versus social), the
middle node in the chain network (broken/nurse versus intact/doctor), and the
top node in the chain network (plastic/female versus metal/male) was included as
a fixed effect. The top node nested within participant was included as a random
effect. No other variables were included. In experiment 3, the between- and withinsubjects conditions were switched, so the fixed effect remained the same while the
random effect was changed to the middle node nested within participant.
In experiment 2, the lme4 package was also used35. The fixed effect was again the
three-way interaction between base-rate type, the middle node and top node.
Random effects for participant and the various scenarios that were tested were also
included. All statistical tests were two-sided.
Code availability. All code is available on the Open Science Framework
(https://osf.io/htpzr).
Data availability. All data are available on the Open Science Framework
(https://osf.io/htpzr).
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Experimental design

1. Sample size
Describe how sample size was determined.

Large sample sizes of approximately 100 participants per cell were specified a
priori based on past research.
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2. Data exclusions
Describe any data exclusions.

Data for Experiment 2 were collected in two rounds. In the first round, the gender
and spoon scenarios were replicated. In the second round the remaining scenarios
were tested. In the second round, 131 participants were mistakenly recruited who
had taken part in the first round. Thus, these participants were excluded. This
exclusion criterion was not pre-specified.
Data from Experiments 4, 6, and 7 were collected simultaneously. Five participants
were excluded for not completing the procedure. This exclusion criterion was prespecified.

3. Replication
Describe whether the experimental findings were
reliably reproduced.

All replication attempts were successful. They are included in the paper as
separate experiments.

4. Randomization
Describe how samples/organisms/participants were
allocated into experimental groups.

Participants were randomly assigned to condition using Qualtrics.

5. Blinding
Describe whether the investigators were blinded to
group allocation during data collection and/or analysis.

All data were collected on Amazon Mechanical Turk and no analyses for an
experiment began until after data collection was complete. During data collection,
we did not know which conditions participants were assigned to. During analysis,
we knew which conditions participants were assigned to.

Note: all studies involving animals and/or human research participants must disclose whether blinding and randomization were used.
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6. Statistical parameters

n/a Confirmed
The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement (animals, litters, cultures, etc.)
A description of how samples were collected, noting whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same
sample was measured repeatedly
A statement indicating how many times each experiment was replicated
The statistical test(s) used and whether they are one- or two-sided (note: only common tests should be described solely by name; more
complex techniques should be described in the Methods section)
A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as an adjustment for multiple comparisons
The test results (e.g. P values) given as exact values whenever possible and with confidence intervals noted
A clear description of statistics including central tendency (e.g. median, mean) and variation (e.g. standard deviation, interquartile range)
Clearly defined error bars
See the web collection on statistics for biologists for further resources and guidance.
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7. Software
Describe the software used to analyze the data in this
study.

All analyses were conducted using R statistical computing, specifically the the nlme
package by Pinheiro et al. (2017) and the lme4 package by Bates et al. (2015).

For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the paper but not yet described in the published literature, software must be made
available to editors and reviewers upon request. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub). Nature Methods guidance for
providing algorithms and software for publication provides further information on this topic.
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Materials and reagents
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8. Materials availability
Indicate whether there are restrictions on availability of
unique materials or if these materials are only available
for distribution by a for-profit company.

No unique materials were used. All materials used are available on the Open
Science Framework (see manuscript for URL).

9. Antibodies
Describe the antibodies used and how they were validated No antibodies were used.
for use in the system under study (i.e. assay and species).

10. Eukaryotic cell lines
No eukaryotic cell lines were used.

b. Describe the method of cell line authentication used.

No eukaryotic cell lines were used.

c. Report whether the cell lines were tested for
mycoplasma contamination.

No eukaryotic cell lines were used.

d. If any of the cell lines used are listed in the database
of commonly misidentified cell lines maintained by
ICLAC, provide a scientific rationale for their use.

No commonly misidentified cell lines were used.
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11. Description of research animals
Provide details on animals and/or animal-derived
materials used in the study.
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a. State the source of each eukaryotic cell line used.

No animals were used.
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12. Description of human research participants
Describe the covariate-relevant population
characteristics of the human research participants.

All participants were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Approximately 50%
of all participants were female and the mean age was in the early to mid 30s,
depending on experiment. The standard deviation for age was approximately 11
years, again depending on experiment. We provide exact gender distributions and
age information in the Supplementary Information.
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